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A Decade of Successes Against Fossil Fuel
Export Projects in Cascadia
The region counts 40 canceled oil, gas, and coal
export projects since 2012.
June 2022 | By Emily Moore, Senior Researcher
Fossil fuel executives from dozens of companies, including Kinder Morgan, Pembina Pipeline
Corporation, and Enbridge, once seemed to be salivating over the idea of exporting massive
quantities of gas, oil, and coal from the Cascadia coast. The hydrocarbon industry envisioned the
region as a way station along a path that started at coal mines in Montana and Wyoming, tar sands
in Alberta, oil wells in North Dakota, and fracked gas fields in British Columbia, and that continued
beyond Cascadia to traverse the Pacific Ocean before reaching markets in Asia.
But local communities, Tribes, environmentalists, and local governments rejected calls to
turn Cascadia into a fossil fuel export terminal. 1 They protested projects’ abrogation of Indigenous
sovereignty, the risk of oil spills and damage to sensitive ecosystems, the pollution spewing from
coal trains, the climate harms of extracting, transporting, and burning hydrocarbons, and the safety
hazards of transporting flammable fuels through populated areas. 2
And for the most part, they’ve won.
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Only a quarter of Cascadian fossil fuel export proposals
survived the last decade
Since 2012 fossil fuel interests have schemed more than 50 large projects to export coal, oil,
gas, or their derivatives from Cascadia’s coast in British Columbia, Oregon, and Washington. i These
proposals came in waves: first coal, then oil, and then fracked gas, driven by a combination of
market and policy-related factors like the plummeting US demand for coal, the fracking boom of
the 2010s that transformed the United States into the world’s top oil and gas producer, and the
Obama administration’s 2015 reversal of the United States’ 40-year crude oil export ban. 3 Several
projects earned dubious distinctions, including the largest coal export terminal in North America
and the largest oil export terminal in the United States. 4
Today, 40 of those—a whopping 73 percent—have been canceled by project backers who
faced local opposition, see-sawing energy prices, and regulatory hurdles. Fossil fuel companies
completed just 6 projects of the 55 they once proposed: 3 coal export terminal expansions and 3
new propane export terminals. Nine more projects are still in the works. The chart below counts
the projects by status: canceled projects are indicated in the topmost group; completed projects
are in the middle; and at the bottom are projects that are neither completed nor canceled yet.

i

This analysis includes only export-oriented projects of coal, oil, gas, liquified petroleum gas (i.e., propane), and methanol.
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Proposed fossil fuel export projects would have emitted
nearly three times Canada’s annual greenhouse gases
Collectively, these projects would have spelled disaster for the climate. Extracting,
transporting, and burning the fuel associated with all the Cascadian fossil fuel export proposals
would have spewed the equivalent of 2,095 million metric tons of CO2 into the atmosphere
annually. ii To put that in perspective, 2,095 million metric tons is roughly 30 percent of the entire
annual greenhouse gas emissions of the United States, which, at 6,558 million metric tons a year,
emits more than every other country except China. 5 Or, put another way, 2,095 million metric tons
is nearly three times that of Canada, the world’s tenth largest emitter. iii,6 The chart below shows
the 2019 emissions of the United States and Canada in the left and right bars and the averted
emissions of all the canceled fossil fuel export projects in the middle bar.

ii

See annex for detailed methodology on emissions calculations.

iii

2019 figures for Canada and the United States. 2020 emissions declined due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but evidence shows they

rose again in 2021. Official 2021 figures are not yet available.
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But canceling 40 projects averted 1,717 million metric tons of annual greenhouse gas
emissions—82 percent of the total potential emissions from all projects—as shown by the second
bar from left below. Projects that did come to fruition belch the equivalent of an estimated 46
million metric tons CO2 annually, and those that are still kicking would spew an estimated 330
million metric tons into the atmosphere annually, as shown by the third and fourth bars
respectively below.

Putting aside for a moment the odious and well-documented local health and
environmental justice effects of fossil fuel infrastructure projects, a skeptic might wonder whether
canceling these projects really benefits the climate, which is, after all, a global system. 7 Couldn’t
project backers find another place from which to ship their polluting fuels if they can’t do it here?
In theory, yes; in practice, no. Fossil fuel export projects like those proposed in Cascadia can cost
billions, depend on the ability to extract nearby resources, and take years or decades to build. 8
When a company walks away from a project in one place, it cannot easily pick up and move to
another.
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Plus, climate scientists have made clear that building more fossil fuel infrastructure would
mean game over for meeting the Paris agreement goal of limiting warming to 1.5 degrees Celsius. 9
Emissions from fossil fuel infrastructure already planned or in place will catapult the world to 2
degrees of warming, according to the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change’s (IPCC) most
recent report. 10 By scrapping dozens of proposals for new fossil fuel export facilities, Cascadia
contributed billions fewer tons of “locked in” carbon to the global carbon budget than it might have
a decade ago. 11

British Columbia remains an outlier
Unfortunately, Cascadia cannot claim victory just yet. Canada distinguishes itself as the last
frontier for large-scale fossil fuel export projects in Cascadia; of the nine projects not yet canceled,
eight are in British Columbia, as indicated by the map below. Plus, opponents continue to fight nonexport focused fossil fuel projects like Tacoma LNG. 12
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Of the remaining projects, the decade-long multibillion-dollar boondoggle to expand the
Trans Mountain oil pipeline would be the single largest greenhouse gas emitter. Prime Minister
Justin Trudeau stands steadfastly behind the project despite ballooning costs, local opposition, and
his own administration’s climate commitments. 13
And while Premier John Horgan’s BC provincial government opposes the Trans Mountain
pipeline, it remains friendly to projects that will liquify fracked gas from northeastern British
Columbia and export it from the coast. 14 Completing the five liquified natural gas (LNG) export
facilities currently proposed in British Columbia would make it all but impossible to meet the
province’s own climate commitments. 15

Conclusion
Thanks to a decade-long fight by many, Cascadia can breathe a little easier knowing that it
may not become a major exporter of polluting fossil fuels after all. Of an all-time high of 55 oil, gas,
and coal export projects over the last decade, just nine are not yet canceled, almost all of which are
in British Columbia.
But the battle is far from over; remaining export projects would collectively emit the
equivalent of roughly half of Canada’s entire annual emissions if they end up seeing the light of
day. Several First Nations, environmental and community groups, concerned residents, and others
continue to fight them every step of the way to ensure that doesn’t happen. 16 If a livable future is
something leaders in British Columbia and Ottawa are serious about, they will also relegate these
remaining projects to history’s trash can.
Emily Moore is a senior researcher with Sightline Institute and head of its fossil fuel transition
program. Reach her at emily@sightline.org.
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Annex: Emissions methodology
To allow for comparison across sources, Sightline relied on the 100-year Global Warming
Potential of greenhouse gases. 17 This means that emissions estimates that include methane are
underestimated in the near term, since methane has more than twice the Global Warming
Potential over a 20-year period than it does over a 100-year period.

Oil
Sightline assumed that the majority of oil used in proposed oil export projects would be
refined into gasoline. Sightline used US Environmental Protection Agency’s (EPA) lifecycle gasoline
emissions figure of 98.2 kilograms of CO2 equivalent (CO2e) per million British thermal units and
the US Energy Information Agency’s (EIA) estimate of the energy content of oil produced in the
United States to calculate a lifecycle emissions ratio of 0.559 metric tons of CO2e per barrel of oil. 18
This may understate emissions because Canadian tar sands oil of the type flowing to and through
Cascadia has among the highest emissions intensities in the world. 19
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Coal
Sightline used the estimated average lifecycle emissions of Powder River Basin coal exports
to select Asian markets according to a 2016 Department of Energy report (868 kilograms of CO2
equivalent per megawatt hour) and the average amount of Powder River Basin coal required to
generate one MWh according to the same source, to calculate a lifecycle emissions ratio of 2.1
metric tons of CO2e per metric ton of coal exported. 20 Actual lifecycle emissions would vary
depending on the coal’s origin and the efficiency of the power plant where it was burned.
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Liquified natural gas (LNG)
Sightline used the estimated average lifecycle emissions of Canadian liquified natural gas
exports according to a 2018 report by researchers from the University of Calgary, Massachusetts
Institute of Technology, Southern Methodist University, and Johns Hopkins University (662
kilograms CO2e per MWh). 21 Using the EIA’s estimate of the amount of natural gas required to
generate one kilowatt hour of electricity in the US power sector, Sightline calculated a lifecycle
emissions ratio of 4.3 metric tons of CO2e per metric ton of LNG exported. 22

9
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Liquified petroleum gas (LPG)
Sightline added the EIA’s estimates of downstream emissions of propane combustion (5.75
kg CO2 per gallon) to upstream emissions associated with producing natural gas in British Columbia
per British Columbia’s provincial greenhouse gas inventory (0.006 metric tons CO2e per thousand
cubic feet). 23 Combining upstream and downstream emissions, Sightline estimates lifecycle
emissions of 276 metric tons of CO2e per thousand barrels of propane. Sightline relied on upstream
gas emissions rather than oil since most projects proposed were located in British Columbia and
would have relied upon (or do rely upon) natural gas as their feedstock. However, some projects
may have relied on oil feedstock, which would change these estimates. For simplicity, Sightline
assumed the full capacity of all bulk fuels export terminals would be used for propane, when in
practice some were or are intended to export a variety of fuels with different emissions profiles
(e.g., butane). Finally, these estimates are likely low, since they do not account for the emissions
associated with the export facilities themselves or fuel transport.
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Methanol
Sightline relied on Stockholm Energy Institute’s (SEI) estimation of the annual greenhouse
gas emissions of the methanol facility that Northwest Innovation Works proposed in Kalama,
Washington (4 million metric tons CO2e). 24 For consistency with other sources, Sightline used SEI’s
3 percent methane leakage rate and the 100-year Global Warming Potential scenario. Scaled to the
estimated capacity of the Kalama facility, Sightline calculated a lifecycle emissions ratio of 1.1
metric tons of CO2e per metric ton of methanol.
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